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Re: Indian doctors take to streets to demand better security

Physical attacks on doctors or hospital vandalism by irate mob and friends/relatives of victims of alleged medical
negligence cannot be condoned under any condition, even in the case of genuine medical malpractice causing
death or permanent injury to a patient. Unfortunately, incidence of such public violence against doctors and
hospitals has become a frequent feature in India against which members of Indian medical community have also
decided to take to the street or joined "doctors' strike" disrupting essential hospital services causing endless
misery and even death of the defenseless patients. Even more unfortunate is the fact that patients from lower
socioeconomic background are disproportionately affected in these strikes by Indian doctors which generally
cripple medical services in government hospitals. So, just like any mob violence against doctors/hospitals,
"doctors' strike" also cannot be supported for any condition because it can only bring added misery and death
of the innocent and vulnerable patients. One wrong should never be the right solution for a second wrong. While
doctors have every right to publicly express their grievances against the government or private authorities in
demand of adequate security and personal protection, they should not hold the hapless patients at ransom in
their quest for a solution.

Indian doctors also need to think carefully why similar incidence of otherwise peaceful, law-abiding citizens
suddenly decide to attack doctors or vandalize hospital following death of their friend or relative from real or
perceived "medical negligence" is almost unimaginable in most developed countries. Unlike in the West, it is a
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common knowledge today that there are virtually no checks and balances for doctors in India. The Medical
Council of India (MCI), highest medical regulatory authority in the country, has become a "den of corruption" as
held by the high court in Delhi. Despite frequent reports of horrific deaths from alleged medical negligence
appearing in the news, hardly any doctor is found guilty for medical or ethical violation in India. The number of
disciplinary action against doctors taken by the medical councils/boards for medical and/or ethical violation is
virtually non-existent in India when compared to developed countries like UK or USA. Unlike in the Western
countries, doctors in India are always reluctant to testify against errant medical colleagues making cases
involving "medical negligence" almost impossible to win in the court of law. A sense of sheer hopelessness to
find equitable medical justice may sometime push even the most peaceful and law-abiding citizen over the edge
after witnessing death of his loved one from gross medical negligence as he decides to take law into his own
hands and pounce on the doctor or vandalize hospital in a misguided attempt to find justice. A complete
overhaul of the entire medical regulatory system is necessary to restore public trust on the medical system and
bring an end to the unfortunate incidence of doctor bashing in India.

Competing interests: Author is the president of People for Better Treatment (PBT), a registered, charitable
organization (WWW.PBTINDIA.COM), dedicated for promotion of a better, corruption-free healthcare delivery and
medical education system in India.
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